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St. Paul writes to the Christians living in Corinth that there is "one Lord, one faith, [and] one baptism"

(Eph 4:5). What St. Paul is saying is that, since our one Lord (Jesus Christ) instituted only one

Church (cf. Matt 16:18-19), that one Church holds only one faith (i.e., has distinct set of beliefs.) If

one browses through his hometown phone book, one will likely discover scores ofdifferent Christian

denominations, most with their pastors holding doctoral degrees in Scripture claiming to be "led by

the Holy Spirit" in their "plain, straightforward interpretation the bible.." The teachings of these

various Christian denominations vary widely on many crucial issues of doctrine (cf. the Introduction

section of this book.) Since every Christian should desire to follow Jesus Christ as intimately as

possible, he should long to hold fast to the one faith that was taught by Jesus and the Apostles and

to belong to the one Church that was historically instituted by our Lord Himself. The question t every

thinking Christian must eventually ask is: "Which one of the thousands of differently-Spirit-guided,'

'Bible-based' Christian Churches in existence today (which run the theological and doctrinal gamut)

is the one historically established by Jesus Christ Himself?" Since contradictory teachings cannot

simultaneously be true, which Christian Church has the of the Truth proclaimed by Jesus and the

Apostles? This book is an attempt by Fr. Romero are some of the Scriptural and historical

"evidence" that the contemporary Roman Catholic Church and the Apostolic Church founded by

Jesus Christ circa 30 A.D. is one and the same. Using some of the commonly-heard

misconceptions about the Catholic faith as points of departure, Fr. Romero examines various key

passages from Scripture, looks at historical documention found in secular sources and; at the end of

each chapter, presents quotes from the first generations of Christians to sh
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This is one of the best Catholic apologetics works out there. Fr. Romero's tone is not elitist or

sarcastic. He respectfully approaches each topic point by point, using scripture in depth, and

referring to the CCC and the writings of the early fathers. I have ordered multiple copies of this

book, as a one size fits all kind of text for multiple situations, from Catholics returning to the Faith,

confirmation students with serious questions, or protestant friends wanting a solid read on what

Catholics believe.

A great book for anyone wanting to know about the Roman catholic church. It is easy to understand.

I would highly recommend reading this book.



This book has been a wonderful tool. It has Fr. Mario's love and intellect put into it. As others have

said, it is very readable and makes it easy to understand the "why" of the Catholic Faith. Many

Scriptures as well as early Church Fathers writings as well as the Catechism of the Catholic Church

are all used in unison to support what has been taught by the Church for 2000 years. I have read it

many times, use it as a resource and have given 10 copies of it away - and now have helped 5

Protestant brothers on their way to the Catholic Church (currently in RCIA program). This is a mini

"Radio Replys". Great book. Thanks Fr. Mario!

I have spent a lot of time searching for a book that encompasses a defense of all the common

objections raised against the Catholic faith. Having used several other books of this type in the past,

this book is by far the best I have seen on the subject. It is very thorough in its defense, quoting

many other popular Catholic apologists, and neatly pulls all of these sources together in one easy to

read volume. The defense is laid in in a clear Q&A format with many helpful diagrams. It is the

perfect book to buy for inquring minds into Catholicism. I myself have purchased several copies just

for that very purpose.

besides the Bible. Page by Page, Young Cajun Priest Fr Romaro has Answered All Key

attacks/questions about the Catholic Church. He Cites Early Church Fathers, after Citing each

Question/Attack. Cites Definitive Bible Verses, And Reasoning, And Sometimes Recent Church

Leaders. An Ideal Methodology. Fr Romero Adds a Basic Chart of the Many Different Protestant

Denominations That Began 1500 Years after Jesus. Major Surprises Page by Page. Cannot put

down. And This Book by Fr Romero is the First Such Book. Other Authors are Following. Very

Highest Recommendation.

I love this book!Fr. Romero has put together Catholic answers to common Protestant objections to

tennents of the Catholic faith in a clear, easy to follow, meaningful format. He uses a chapter of his

book to focus on a subject. He first shows us what the Catholic Church teaches about that subject,

he then presents the common objections (misunderstandings) Protestants have on the subject,

clears up those misunderstandings using Scripture and finally shows what the early Christians

(those who followed the Apostles) believed about those subjects.This book was an excellent source

for developing and teaching a class on "Understanding Your Catholic Faith".I recommend it to

Catholics and Protestants alike.Read it then decide for yourself.



Very in depth Q & A of common Catholic topics. Very well written!

If you have questions about what the Catholic Church really believes and why you should buy this

book. It answers so many real questions people have, especially, Protestants. If you think you know

what the Catholic Church teaches, even if you are Catholic, you may be surprised by the truth.

There is so much misinformation out there it is refreshing to find answers explained in an easy to

understand way.
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